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Abstract Internet of Things scenarios demand adaptability to hold the heterogeneity
of systems and devices employed; gateway-based solutions are a common answer to
the issues of smart environments. The development of software for gateways, using
a middleware to handle the different devices demands, is possible in our working
scenario, but the maintenance cost of such a solution is high because of software
development constraints imposed by hardware and system limitations of the gateway. This paper depicts an SDN approach for smart environments resulted from
a refactoring of a previous middleware proposal. Through an instantiation of the
refactored middleware in a home network to deliver a health monitoring service the
benefits are demonstrated; the benefits regard the digital representation of the physical realm, deployment and maintenance of services, and management of devices
and networks.

1 Introduction
The rapid growth of population impose to cities a major challenge to their sustainability, as well as a threat to the infrastructure of main services provided to the
population. A solution is expected to show up with the advent of smart cities. As
discussed in [1], more than 150 cities can be documented around the world as smart.
Smart cities require IT services to capture, integrate, analyze, plan, inform, and
act intelligently on city activities, resulting in a better place to live. This implies
services to make life easier for people and businesses. A smart community is a
community that carries out conscious efforts to use information technology to trans-
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form significantly and fundamentally the way of life and work within its territory,
instead of following an incremental way.
From this perspective, a smart city refers to a physical environment in which
communication and information technology, and sensor systems that are part of it,
disappear as they become embedded into physical objects and the environments in
which people live, travel, and work [2]. Smart cities should use smart computing
technologies to build critical infrastructure components and services of a city more
intelligent, interconnected, and efficient [3].
Homes have becoming increasingly smarter embedding many devices able to
sense their surroundings; usually those devices are part of a solution for home automation, security, healthcare, among other purposes. Smart solutions employed in
citizens homes may be part of broad system, such as a smart city solution for intelligent use and distribution of energy. Smartness in home environments bring some
issues for network management, security and orchestration due to the demands to
handle the heterogeneity of smart devices when they are employed in services delivering.
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a paradigm where network intelligence
and control are taken from forwarding devices and are deployed in central controllers where network logic behavior is defined by software, developed or customized to fit the needs of each network environment. SDN provides to the network
the flexibility of software, allowing the development of features not available in network hardware; using SDN enables the development or the use of applications for
network orchestration and management, suitable to deal with heterogeneity of smart
environments.
This paper presents the use of a SDN-based middleware [4] in a health monitoring environment aiming to achieve a simpler and easier to manage solution to monitor patients in their own homes, when compared to a previous middleware where
SDN was not used. In the same scenario, we also exploit the use of SDN resources
for network management for smart environments. The presented approach also enables the delivering of multiple services for smart environments, sharing the same
network infrastructure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents some concepts of
smart environment, focusing specially in healthcare. Section 3 details what is SDN
paradigm, how it works, and its resources. In section 4 we discuss how SDN can be
used to empower smart environments, we present the SDN-based middleware used
detailing its architecture, implementation and workflow. Section 5 demonstrates the
use of the SDN-based middleware for health monitoring and benefits achieved by
using the SDN approach. In section 6 we present our final considerations.

2 Smart Environments
Smart cities are composed of smart devices. Currently, a large number of smart
objects and different types of devices are interconnected and communicate via the
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Internet Protocol, which creates a worldwide ubiquitous and pervasive network referred to as the Internet of Things (IoT) [5, 6]. With the inception of IoT, the Internet is further extended to connect things, such as power meters, heartbeat monitors,
temperature meters, and many powerful operations, such as health care units, green
energy services, and smart farming utilities, that can be made available to people for
enhanced quality of life.
IoT is becoming the Internet of Everything (IoE) [7]. Most of smart devices, used
in the context of Internet of Things (IoT), do not employ generic/open standards
when communicating. One of the challenges in this context derives from the need
to find a form of automated communication and to integrate the various devices
and protocols, making it possible to obtain information about the scenario being
monitored.
Data collected by devices on a given environment are combined to provide services (e.g., smart homes, and healthcare) [8]). The combination can also be made
through mashups [9], where data from different sources and using various resources
are handled to make possible creating a vision of a whole.

3 Software-Defined Networks
SDN is mainly known for decoupling network control plane from the forwarding
devices, usually combined in the same device, such as routers. Decoupling enables
the network logic to be defined at the software level and to implement features that
may not be available in the network hardware in use [10]. In general, the network
logic behavior is defined configuring every network device individually, using vendor specific syntax and limited to the features available according to the licenses
acquired. SDN allows to centralize network intelligence in a controller that sends
forwarding rules, called flow entries, to the switches and routers defining logic behavior of the network [11].
Figure 1 illustrates the three layers SDN architecture: 1) Infrastructure layer:
comprised of forwarding devices (switches and routers) enabled with an SDN standard, such as OpenFlow; 2) Control layer: one or more devices running a controller
software enabling the communication between application and infrastructure layers;
and 3) Application layer: one or more applications by which network intelligence
is implemented; this layer makes use of the control layer to configure forwarding
devices. Control layer communicates with infrastructure layer through OpenFlow
messages or other SDN standard.
When a forwarding device, also called OpenFlow switch, receives a packet the
switch looks up in its flow tables for a flow entry matching the received packet. If
none of the existing flow entries match the packet, the switch sends a packet-in to
the controller. packet-in is processed at the application layer and a flow entry is sent
to the switch through the controller containing forwarding rules for the packet.
The controller has an entire view of the network; it is aware of every switch connected to it and of every device connected to the switches. That privileged view is a
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Fig. 1 Software-Defined Networking Architecture [10].

valuable resource exploited in some works that propose SDN-based approaches in
different network related fields, for example: network virtualization: SDN is used to
create isolated slices in the network over the same physical hardware [12, 13, 14];
routing: routes established by BGP and OSPF are reflected to low cost switches
not enabled with routing protocols [15]; QoS: network paths are dynamically allocated assuring the best performance and availability for differentiated traffic [16];
mobility: aiming to prevent Wi-Fi handover from occurring when users are moving the traffic is sent to more than one access point simultaneously [17]; network
management: SDN is used combined with SNMP and others protocols and security
and authentication mechanisms existing in a campus, events arising from different
sources and network policies are translated to flow entries to be installed on the
forwarding devices [18].
Taking network control to the application level empowers a low cost network
with capabilities not available in the existing hardware, as seen in [15]. By using
SDN, network administrators do not dependent on features provided by vendors
anymore, since new features can be developed using high level abstraction programming languages and management solutions may be combined with control applications to improve network intelligence, management, and automation.

4 Empowering Smart Environments with SDN
Recently, SDN started to be exploited in smart environments. In research efforts
such as [19, 20], the authors made use of SDN in home networks, as we do in
our work as well. In [19], the authors provide a simplified interface by which non
technical users are able to configure their home networks properly. Those users
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usually expose themselves to security and privacy risks just because they do not
know technical information required to configure most of access points. OpenFlow
is used to translate network settings configured by users to flow entries to be installed
in the SDN empowered access point. In [20], SDN is used to slice the network
in isolated virtual networks allowing different service providers to share the same
network infrastructure to deliver their services at users’ homes. Each provider have
control over its slice to deliver the service as needed.
Based on the works mentioned above, in [4] we used SDN to refactor an IoT
middleware designed to enable health monitoring of patients with chronic illnesses
in their own homes [21]. In an environment empowered with SDN, we are able to
provide a wider view of a sensed environment. In [22], IoT is defined as a digital
representation of the physical realm built from data collected by devices enabled
to sense the environment they are in. Although off-the-self sensing devices usually
employ a vertical communication called silos [23, 24, 25], in this case retrieved data
are sent to proprietary servers and cannot be retrieved directly from devices. OpenFlow provides resources by which one can build a representation of an environment
based on the communication of all connected devices in a home network. SDN also
benefits IoT in network orchestration and management. The following subsections
present our approach to achieve our goals in IoT environments through SDN.

4.1 Architecture and Workflow
The architecture depicted in figure 2 is split into three layers: the access points,
the controller called Derailleur, and the application called ThingsFlow. APs act as
OpenFlow switches forwarding packets according to the flow entries received. Derailleur controller listens to AP connections; when an AP establishes a connection,
Derailleur uses OpenFlow messages to retrieve information from the AP to build
an abstraction as a switch object. Each AP may be identified and accessed individually. Derailleur owns and manages switches objects that are created or destroyed
reflecting APs status. The controller triggers events to be handled by the application when APs connect, disconnect, or send OpenFlow messages. ThingsFlow is
the application where network intelligence is implemented. Each AP may provide a
different set of services, so ThingsFlow installs in a given AP only the flow tables
of services that AP provides. The ThingsFlow also collects counters from APs and
make it available to the services, thus to be used for different purposes, for example,
management and services features.

4.2 Implementation Details
APs run OpenWRT firmware, a Linux-based operating system for embedded devices, built containing the virtual switch Open vSwitch which provides OpenFlow
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Fig. 2 Architecture overview and components roles [4].

capabilities to APs. APs can be replaced by any other hardware and operating system able to run Open vSwitch.
The Derailleur controller was developed in C++ using libfluid [26], the winner of
Open Networking Foundation OpenFlow Driver Competition. libfluid is composed
of two libraries: libfluid_base, that provides server features such as listening loop
and events handling; and libfluid_msg, that provides mechanisms to build and parse
OpenFlow messages.
ThingsFlow was developed inheriting an abstract application class provided by
Derailleur. Through the abstract application class, the controller shares and provides
access to the switches objects to ThingsFlow.

5 SND-based Healthcare
To demonstrate the benefits achieved employing our SDN-based approach in a smart
environment, we use the same health monitoring example that we were working
when we designed the previous middleware, in the REMOA1 project. REMOA is a
project that targets home solutions for care/telemonitoring of patients with chronic
illnesses. The project also encompasses the design and implementation of a middleware to address issues found in monitoring devices used in the project, enabling

1

Rede Cidadã de Monitoramento do Ambiente Baseado no Conceito de Internet das Coisas (Citizen Network for Environment Monitoring Based on the Concept of Internet of Things)
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interoperability and security needed in the context of IoT for healthcare. The issues
addressed are the following:
• Interoperability: used devices do not reply requests; they just send the data they
read to vendor servers employing proprietary standards to communicate, what
characterizes a silo. Settings, such as destination server or protocols to be used
when transmitting data, cannot be changed.
• Security and privacy: data transmission is neither encrypted nor authenticated.
• Management: traditional management mechanisms, such as those based on ICMP
or SNMP, cannot be used because of the sleeping scheduled mechanism employed by devices to save battery.
• Data structure: proprietary standards are also used to structure the data sent. It
forces every data received to be parsed according to vendor standards. Usually
vendors of devices designed for end-users do not provide the documentation required for parsing. The scheme used to parse the messages results from the analysis of the communication of the devices.
Figure 3 illustrates two different views of the same environment at the same moment. The hypertensive patient has fallen asleep while was watching TV; the patient
is late with blood pressure measurement. Movements of patient are not captured by
presence sensor because do no exceed thresholds. The left side illustrates the view
provided by the REMOA middleware, where digital representation of the environment is based only on data provided by monitoring devices. The right side illustrates
a view built combining data from monitoring devices and all other devices transmitting at that moment.
Monitoring based on health devices and presence sensor would trigger an emergence event if data from OpenFlow counters were not taken into account. The view

Fig. 3 Comparison between digital representations of the same environment with
and without using OpenFlow counters.
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illustrated in the right side of the figure is built using OpenFlow counters from flow
entries installed on APs to forward traffic of devices used in the house of the monitored patient. These counters allow monitoring staff to know that the patient is not
alone because a smartphone and a notebook belonging to one of the residents are in
use at that moment. It is also possible to know that the TV is on. Monitoring staff
can suppose that the patient is watching TV, making short movements and forgetting
to do measurement. The action to be taken could be a phone call to remember the
patient about the missing measurements.
In [21], the management of health monitoring devices was based in SNMP. Information about devices communication were stored in a Management Information
Base (MIB) in the AP by a middleware module. In the SDN-based approach, this
information is provided by OpenFlow counters, collected from APs by ThingsFlow,
that makes counters available to the service provider that implements management
mechanisms suitable for each monitoring device. Counters are combined with other
data sources, such as the battery level transmitted by monitoring devices along collected data. Another important benefit achieved is the scalability regarding deployment of APs and monitoring devices. The configuration of the network behavior
in the patient’s residence is completely automated by OpenFlow; ThingsFlow provides the suitable flow entries for each AP. Through the orchestration of the network
provided by SDN the network complexity was moved from APs to remote servers
allowing developers to use of any development resources available in services features development instead of getting limited by hardware and system constraints
of the APs. OpenFlow also rewrites packets headers to prevent health data of patients from being sent to proprietary serves; those packets are so forwarded to the
monitoring server where patient data are processed.

6 Final Considerations
Designing a network solution for an smart environment is not an easy task because
of the different demands of the smart devices. Solutions are usually based on local
gateways that not only are in charge of related communication tasks but also must
provide security, compatibility, and network management. To keep a gateway-based
solution simple and less expensive, it is necessary to use an approach that enables
the flexibility and functionality demanded, without high complexity and cost. In this
sense, transferring more complex functions to a remote server and leaving the gateway to take care of only the task of switching and routing is the proposed solution
presented in this paper.
Moving network control to the application level empowers a low cost network
with capabilities usually not available in the gateway hardware. By using SDN,
network administrators are neither dependent nor limited to the features provided
by gateway vendors anymore. New features can be developed using high level abstraction programming languages and management solutions can be combined with
control applications to improve network intelligence and automation.
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The environment presented in this work provides health care service at home
level to patients with chronic illness, but can also be used in other smart city environments as well. This work demonstrated how SDN can be used to build a wider
view of an smart environment combining data from sensing devices with counters
of network communication of all connected devices. SDN is also a good choice for
smart environments because it enables the development of more appropriate management mechanisms and improves flexibility in network orchestration to fit the
diversity of smart devices. As future work, we will deploy more complex scenarios with a wider range of services, aiming to exploit deeper SDN resources and its
benefits for this kind of environment.
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